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PREFACE

The CENTER FOR BLACK STUDIES is based on the standards of academic excellence and social responsibility in order to meet the needs of Black people in particular and the entire society in general. One of the ways that this is being done is through our new program of publishing documents produced in the course of our activities and programs. In the main, this will include bibliographies, research and reference guides, papers produced by the faculty and graduate students, and MA theses and PhD dissertations produced by graduate students working with the Center.

We invite comments and suggestions for our work in the future, and especially criticisms on our past work in order that we can improve and do a better job. Nearly every project is the result of a collective effort at the Center, including faculty, students, and staff. We consider this to be an essential contribution of the Black Studies movement to the new intellectual style of work. We hope that this publication is useful in your work. Please pass it on to other people so that it can be of use to others.
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This bibliography of Black sociologists is a major resource for the study of the last 100 years of Black intellectual history, as well as the scientific analysis of the conditions of the Black Experience in the USA. Those seven sociologists are major figures, though they have most often been overlooked and virtually ignored. We have compiled this research tool to enable as many people as possible to turn the tide and fully set the record straight.
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SELECTED BACKGROUND SOURCES RELATED TO BLACK SOCIOLOGISTS


Embree, Edwin R., Thirteen Against the Odds (New York, 1944) One chapter gives a biographical account of Charles S. Johnson.


Small, Albion, "Fifty Years of Sociology in the United States -- 1865-1915" American Journal of Sociology (May 1916) Vol. XXI.


KELLY MILLER
(1863-1939)

Source: The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints, 384: 378-81

WORKS

"What Walt Whitman Means to the Negro," 1895.


Address to the Graduating Class of the College Department, Howard University, by Professor Kelly Miller, June 1, 1898.

"The Primary Needs of the Negro Race," 1899.


"The Education of the Negro," 1902.

"As to the Leopard's Spots," an open letter to Thomas Dixon, 1905.

"From Servitude to Service," 1905.

"Migration and Distribution of the Negro Population as Affecting the Elective Franchise," 1905.


"Roosevelt and the Negro," 1907.

"Forty Years of Negro Education," 1908.


"The Ultimate Race Problem" 1906/10.

"The Effect of Temperance Upon the Development of the Negro Race," 1911.

"The Ministry, the Field for the Talented Tenth," 1912.


"Our war for human rights, being an intensely human and brilliant account of the world war and why and for what purpose America and the Allies are fighting and the important part taken by the Negro, including the horrors and wonders of modern warfare, the new and strange devices that have come into use, etc.," 1919.


"Booker T. Washington Five Years After," 1921.

"Education of the Negro in the North," 1921.

"Is Race Difference Fundamental, Eternal and Inescapable?" 1921.

"The Everlasting Stain," 1924.


"An Estimate of Carter G. Woodson and His Work in Connection with the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History," 1926.


"The Choice of a Professor," no date cited.

Source: Readers Guide to Periodical Literature

ARTICLE


Source: International Index to Periodicals

ARTICLE


"Have the Civil War Amendments Failed?" South Atlantic Quarterly, Vol. 27, pp. 117-29, April 1928.

MONROE NATHAN WORK
(1866-1945)

Source: Readers Guide to Periodical Literature

ARTICLE


"Short Course for Farmers," Outlook, Vol. 91, pp. 866-8, April 17, 1909.


-----------

Source: International Index to Periodicals

ARTICLE


"Teachers' Salaries," Southern Workman, Vol. 50, pp. 31-4, January 1921.


"National Negro Health Week," Public Health Nurse, Vol. 18, p. 120, March 1926.


-----

BOOK

Bibliography of the Negro in Africa and America, 1928.
WILLIAM EDWARD BURGHARDT DU BOIS
(1868-1893)


"The Black North, a Social Study," New York Times (November 17, 24, December 1, 8, 15, 1901).


"The Evolution of Negro Leadership," Dial, July 1, 1901.


"The Future of the Negro Race in America," The East and the West, II (London: January 1904), pp. 4-19.


"The Negro Church," Political Science Quarterly (December 1904).


"The Problem of Tillman, Vardaman and Thomas Nixon, Jr.," Central Christian Advocate, XLIX (October 18, 1905), pp. 1324-5.


"Their Voices," The Moon Illustrated Weekly, I, xiv (March 2, 1906), pp. 4-5, 10.


"Lynching," The Moon Illustrated Weekly, I, xxx (June 23, 1906), pp. 4-5.


"Subscription," *Horizon*, I, i (January 1907), pp. 4-6.


"Congo," *Horizon*, I, i (January 1907).

"India," *Horizon*, I, i (January 1907), p. 8.

"Roosevelt," *Horizon*, I, i (January 1907), pp. 8-9.

"Moonshine," *Horizon*, I, i (January 1907), pp. 9-10.


"The Song of the Snake," *Horizon*, I, ii (February 1907), pp. 4-6.

"France," *Horizon*, I, ii (February 1907), pp. 6-7.


"Negro and Socialism" *Horizon*, I, ii (February 1907), pp. 7-8.
"India," **Horizon**, I, ii (February 1907), pp. 8-9.

"Austria," **Horizon**, I, ii (February 1907), pp. 9-10.


"Books," **Horizon**, I, iii (March 1907), p. 3.


"Journeying," **Horizon**, I, iii (March 1907), pp. 8-9.


"Africa," **Horizon**, I, iv (April, 1907), pp. 6-8.


"'Wittekind'" **Horizon**, I, iv (April 1907), pp. 9-10.


"Record," **Horizon**, I, v (May 1907), pp. 9-10.


"Magazines," **Horizon**, I, vi (June 1907), pp. 3-4.


"Brownsville," Horizon, I, vi (June 1907), pp. 8-9.

"Books," Horizon, I, vi (June 1907), pp. 9-10.

"Fuller," Horizon, I, vi (June 1907), p. 10.

"The Magazines," Horizon, II, i (July 1907), p. 3.

"The Case," Horizon, II, i (July 1907), pp. 4-10.


"Niagara," Horizon, II, iii (September 1907), pp. 4-6.

"The Road to Dalnally," Horizon, II, iii (September 1907), pp. 7-8.


"The Foreign View," Horizon, II, iv (October, 1907), pp. 4-6.

"Two Letters," Horizon, II, iv (October, 1907), pp. 6-8.


"Egypt," Horizon, II, iv (October 1907), pp. 9-10.


"My Country 'Tis of Thee," *Horizon*, II, v (November 1907), pp. 5-7.


"An Essay by a Southern White Boy," *Horizon*, II, vi (December 1907), pp. 3-5.


"New Year," *Horizon*, III, i (January 1908), pp. 2-3.

"Books and Papers," *Horizon*, III, i (January 1908), pp. 3-4.

"Peonage," *Horizon*, III, i (January 1908), pp. 4-5.

"A Day in Africa," *Horizon*, III, i (January 1908), pp. 5-6.

"Hubert," *Horizon*, III, i (January 1908), pp. 6-7.

"Widgeon," *Horizon*, III, i (January 1908), pp. 7-8.


"Little Brother of Mine," Horizon, III, ii (February 1908), pp. 18-20.

"The Song of America," Horizon, III, ii (February 1908), pp. 20-1.

"'Know Thy People'" Horizon, III, ii (February 1908), pp. 21-2.


"Darwinism," Horizon, III, iii (March 1908), pp. 5-6.


"Mulattoes," Horizon, III, iii (March 1908), pp. 7-8.


"Taft," Horizon, III, vi (June 1908), pp. 2-5.

"Union," Horizon, II, vi (June 1908), pp. 5-6.

"Twelfth Night," Horizon, III, vi (June 1908), pp. 6-7.

"El Dorado," Horizon, III, vi (June 1908), pp. 7-8.

"Tree," Horizon, IV, i (July 1908), p. 1.

"The Horizon," Horizon, IV, i (July 1908), pp. 1-4.

"The Negro Voter--Talk Number One," Horizon, IV, i (July 1908), pp. 4-7.


"Negro Vote--Talk Number Two," Horizon, IV, ii (August 1908), pp. 1-5.

"Talk Number Three," Horizon, IV, ii (August, 1908), pp. 5-8.

"Niagara Movement," Horizon, IV, iii (September 1908), pp. 1-3.

"The Negro Vote--Talk Number Four," Horizon, IV, iii (September 1908), pp. 4-6.

"Talk Number Five," Horizon, IV, iii (September 1908), pp. 7-8.


"100-21-79," Horizon, IV, iv (October, 1908), pp. 4-6.

"The Negro Vote--Talk Number Six," Horizon, IV, iv (October 1908), pp. 6-8.
"From Abroad," Horizon, IV, iv (October 1908), p. 8.


"Politics," Horizon, IV, v & vi (November and December 1908), pp. 11-12.


"The Optimist," Horizon, (February 1910).


"Better South," Horizon (March 1910).


"Godfrey of Bouillon," Horizon (June 1910).


"Forty Years of Freedom," Missionary Review of the World (June 1911).
"The Economics of Negro Emancipation," Sociological Review (October 1911).


"The Social Effects of Emancipation," Survey (February 1, 1913).


"Of the Culture of White Folk," Journal of Race (April 1917).


"Eternal Africa," Nation (September 25, 1920).


"Can the Negro Serve the Drama?" *Theatre* (July 1923).


"France's Black Citizens in West Africa," *Current History*, Vol. 22 (July 1925), pp. 559-64.


"The Celebrated Case of the Eleko of Lagos..." The *Philadelphia Tribune* (August 6, 1931).

"West African Natives...Exported Cocoa," The *Philadelphia Tribune* (September 19, 1931).


"A Forum of Fact and Opinion," Pittsburgh Courier (February 8, 1936; February 29, April 11, April 18, April 25, May 21, June 13, August 29, December 5, November 20, 1937).


"How Negroes Have Taken Advantage of Educational Opportunities Offered by Friends," Journal of Negro Education (1938).


"Jacob and Esau," Talladegaan (November 1944).

"The Winds of Time," Chicago Defender (May 12, 1945; June 30, 1945; September 1, 1945; September 22, 1945; September 29, 1945; October 20, 1945; November 10, 1945, etc.).

"What He (FDR) Meant to the Negro," New Masses (April 24, 1945).

"Bound By the Color Line," New Masses (February 12, 1946).

"Past Africa," People's Voice (March 8, 1946).


"Behold the Land," New Masses (January 14, 1947).


"Pan-Africa," *People's Voice* (March 8, 1947 and March 6, 1948).


"'He Knew the Common Man...Followed His Fate,'" *National Guardian*, IV, xxi (March 16, 1952), p. 4.


"We Cry Aloud to Those Sleeping in the Wilderness, Awake, Awake,..." *National Guardian*, IV, xxxviii (July 1952), p. 4.


"Of a Man Born of the People" (review of *Born of the People*, by Luis Taruc), *National Guardian*, V, xxxiii (June 8, 1953), p. 6.


"We Rejoice and Tell the World...But We Must Go Further," National Guardian, V, xxxii (May 31, 1954), p. 5.


"What is Wrong with the United States?" National Guardian, VII, ix (May 9, 1955), p. 6.


"The Rape of Africa," The American Negro (February 1956).


"Reform the Senate or Lose Your Democracy," National Guardian, IX, iii (November 5, 1956), p. 3.


"Will the Great Gandhi Live Again?" National Guardian, IX, xvii (February 11, 1957), pp. 6-7.


"Does 'All Deliberate Speed' Mean 338 Years?" National Guardian, X, iii (November 4, 1957), p. 3.


**BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS**


*The Negro in Business* (ed.). Atlanta, Atlanta University Press, Atlanta Study No. 4, 1899.

*Memorial to the Legislature of Georgia Upon the Hardwick Bill* (pamphlet), 1899.

The College-Bred Negro (ed.). Atlanta, Atlanta University Press, Atlanta Study No. 5, 1900.

The Negro Common School, Georgia (ed.). Atlanta, Atlanta University Press, Atlanta Study No. 6, 1901.

The Negro Artisan (ed.). Atlanta, Atlanta University Press, Atlanta Study No. 7, 1902.

Some Notes on Negroes in New York City (ed.). Atlanta, Atlanta University Press, Atlanta Study, Special Number, 1903.


The Souls of Black Folk. Chicago, A. C. McClurg & Co., 1903 (reprinted in several paperbound editions).


A Select Bibliography of the American Negro for General Readers. Atlanta, Atlanta University Press, Atlanta Study No. 10, 1901, 1904.


Of the Wings of Atlanta. New York, Ivan Earle, 1904.


The Negro South and North. Oberlin, Ohio, 1905.

Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans. Atlanta, Atlanta University Press, Atlanta Study No. 12, 1907.


Shall the Negro Be Encouraged to Seek Cultural Equality? Chicago, Chicago Forum, 1929.


A Pageant in Seven Decades, 1868-1938. Atlanta, Atlanta University, 1938.


Color and Democracy. New York, Harcourt, Brace & Co.,
1945.

Encyclopedia of the Negro: Preparatory Volume. New York,
Phelps-Stokes Fund, 1945.

An Appeal to the World. New York, National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, 1947.

(enlarged edition, with additional material, published


I Take My Stand for Peace. New York, Masses and Mainstream,
1952.

In Battle for Peace: The Story of my 83rd Birthday (with
comment by Shirley Graham) New York, Masses and Mainstream,
1952.

The Story of Benjamin Franklin. Vienna, Austria, Secretariat

The Ordeal of Mansart (the first volume of the trilogy
The Black Flame). New York, Mainstream Publishers,
1957.

Mansart Builds a School (the Second volume of The Black
Flame trilogy). New York, Mainstream Publishers,
1959.


Africa in Battle Against Colonialism, Racialism, Imperialism.

Worlds of Color (the third volume of The Black Flame

Information Report (For Cooperation Toward an Encyclopedia

Socialism Today--On China and Russia. Chicago, Afro-


ARTICLES IN BOOKS


"The Significance of Henry Hunt, in Founders and Annual Report Number, Fort Valley (Georgia) State College Bulletin, October, 1940.


GEORGE EDMUND HAYNES
(1880-1960)


WORKS

"The Negro at Work in New York City," 1912.

"Migration of Negroes into Northern Cities," 1917.


"Negro Migration and its Implications North and South," 1923.

"Toward Interracial Peace," 1940.

"Changing Racial Attitudes and Customs," 1941.

"What Price American Progress?" 1941.


"Statement of George E. Haynes" (see under Federal Council of the Church of Christ in America, Dept. of Race Relations). No date cited.


Source: Readers Guide to Periodical Literature

ARTICLE


"Church and the Negro," Christian Century, Vol. 61, p. 999, August 30, 1944.

"Biography," Current Biography, March 1946.


Source: International Index to Periodicals

ARTICLE


CHARLES SPURGEON JOHNSON  
(1893-1956)

BOOKS

Abstracts of the Report of the Research Committee to the  
National Interracial Conference. By Charles S.  
Johnson, Secretary of the Conference. New York:  
The National Interracial Conference, 1928. Various  

The Economic Status of Negroes; summary and analysis of the  
materials presented at the Conference on the Economic  
Status of the Negro, held in Washington, D. C., May  
11-13, 1933, under the sponsorship of the Julius  
Rosenwald Fund. By Charles S. Johnson, for the  
Committee on Findings. Nashville: Fisk University  

Education and the Cultural Crisis. The Kappa Delta Pi  
Lecture Series. New York: The Macmillan Company,  
1951. 113 p.

The Edwin R. Embree Memorial Lectures; 1954-55. New Orleans:  
Dillard University, 1955. 84 p. Paper cover.

Growing Up in the Black Belt; Negro youth in the rural South.  

The Negro College Graduate. Chapel Hill: The University of  

Negro Housing; report of the Committee on Negro Housing. The  
President's Conference on Home Building and Home  
Ownership, Volume VI. By John M. Gries and James Ford,  
general editors; Nannie H. Burroughs, Chairman of the  
Committee; prepared for the Committee by Charles S.  
Johnson. Washington: The President's Conference on  

The Negro in American Civilization; a study of Negro life and  
race relations in the light of social research. New York:  

Patterns of Negro Segregation. New York: Harper & Brothers  


COLLABORATIONS


The Negro in Chicago; a study of race relations and a race riot. By the Chicago Commission on Race Relations: Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive secretary; Charles S. Johnson, associate executive secretary. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1922. 672 p. (Although he was then a young scholar at the University of Chicago and although the authorship of the book is credited to the Chicago Commission on Race Relations, the compilation of materials and the writing of the book was mainly the work of Charles S. Johnson. Partial evidence of this is found in "Public Opinion and the Negro," a manuscript by him, used as background material for The Negro in Chicago and in the acknowledgement for the chapter, "The 1919 Chicago Race Riot," in Social Problems in America, by Alfred McClung Lee and Elizabeth Brint Lee.)


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ECONOMIC AND POPULATION FACTORS AFFECTING SOUTHERN EDUCATION.


MEASUREMENTS OF RACIAL ATTITUDES. In Social Conflict; papers
presented at the twenty-fifth annual meeting of the
Society, held at Cleveland, Ohio, December 29-31, 1930.
Publications of the American Sociological Society,
volume 25, number 2. Chicago: The University of

NEGRO. In Britannica Junior. By the Editors of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, supervisors. Chicago:
(This article appears in the 1945-1955 editions.)

NEGRO. In The National Encyclopedia. By Henry Suzzallo and
William W. Beardsley, editors. New York: P. F. Collier

NEGRO HEALTH IN THE LIGHT OF VITAL STATISTICS. In Proceedings
of the National Conference of Social Work at the fifty-
fifth annual session, held in Memphis, Tennessee, May 2-9,
Pp. 173-175.

NEGRO IN AMERICA. In The Encyclopedia Americana. By Lavinia
P. Dudley and John J. Smith, editors. New York:
(This article appears through the 1959 edition.)

THE NEGRO IN INDUSTRY. In Readings in Citizenship. By J.
Carton Jones, Amry Vandenbosch and Mary Belle
Vandenbosch, compilers. New York: The Macmillan

THE NEGRO MIGRATION. In Anthology of American Negro
Literature. By V. F. Calverton, editor. New York:

NEGRO PERSONALITY CHANGES IN A SOUTHERN COMMUNITY. In Race
and Culture Contacts. By E. B. Reuter, editor. New

THE NEGRO PUBLIC SCHOOLS; a social and educational survey.
Section 8. By Charles S. Johnson, Associates and Staff.
In Louisiana Educational Survey; survey of elementary and
secondary education. Volume IV. By Carleton Washburne,
director; Edward A. McLellan, assistant director. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana Educational Survey Commission, 1942.


EDITED WORKS


A MONTHLY SUMMARY OF EVENTS AND TRENDS IN RACE RELATIONS. Prepared for The Julius Rosenwald Fund; under the direction of Charles S. Johnson. Nashville: Fisk University, Social Science Institute, August, 1943 -December, 1948.


PAMPHLETS

HUMAN RELATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS; a brief summary of discussions of the fifth annual Institute of Race Relations. Nashville: Fisk University, the Department of Race Relations, American Missionary Association, 1948. 20 p.


WHERE CHARITY BEGINS. Christian Missions and Social Leaven. Nashville: Department of Education and Promotion, Woman's Section, Board of Missions, Methodist Episcopal Church, South, September, 1937. 8 p. Cover title.

ARTICLES


EDUCATION AND REALISM. The Hampton Bulletin, 43: 9-20. November, 1946. (Text of convocation address at Hampton Institute, September 19, 1946.)


FOLLOW UP BEGINS AT HOME. Survey Midmonthly, 76: 67. February, 1940.


FOUR PILLARS OF FAITH. Fisk News, 21: 3-5. December, 1947. (Text of his inaugural address at Fisk University, November 7, 1947.)


GIVE US GREAT DREAMS. Bible Teacher for Adults, 12: 2-4. January-March, 1957. (Excerpts from baccalaureate address at Fisk University, May 29, 1955.)


HOW THE NEGRO FITS IN NORTHERN INDUSTRIES. Industrial Psychology, 1: 399-412. June, 1926.


I'LL MAKE ME A WORLD. Fisk News, 24: 7-8, 16. June, 1951. (Text of baccalaureate address at Fisk University, May 27, 1951.)


IS KING COTTON DOOMED? The Epworth Highroad, 4: 2-4, 45, 50. October, 1935.


JULIUS ROSENWALD. Opportunity, 13: 110-113, 122. April, 1935. (Text of memorial address at the Flint-Goodrich Hospital, New Orleans.)

KING COTTON'S EMPIRE. The Epworth Highroad, 4: 7-9, 45. September, 1935.


MINORITY TACTICS AND STRATEGY. The Chicago Defender, Calling America section, 38: 32. September 26, 1942.

A MINORITY VIEW. (This was a series of articles distributed by The Associated Negro Press to white daily newspapers bimonthly between 1946 and 1947; including: After the Abolition of Discriminatory Freight Rates; Another Revolutionary Discovery by the War Department; Billions for Science, Pennies for People; Brotherhood and Public Policy; A Cabinet Department on Minority Problems - Pro and Con; The Challenge of Our Minority: Problems on the Home Front; Change is Seldom Comfortable; A Common Cause; Control of the U. S. E. S.; A Crack in the Wall; /Disseminating Our Facts/; Double Trouble; The Educational Value of Law; Fair Employment Practice and the Prerogatives of Management; Federal Aid to Education; Four Pillars of Faith; Freedom from Fear; The Georgia Election; The Grass Roots: Mississippi Mud; The Great American Dream; The Greenville Lynch Trial Verdict; The Growing Edge of Liberalism in America; Human Nature Can Change; The Human Rights Commission of the United Nations; Ill Fares the Land; If All the Negroes Left the South; An Impending Crisis; Interracial Housing Projects; Job Discrimination Increasing; Law and Custom; A Literary Dilemma; Little Knowledge-Little Understanding; Manners, Morals and Democracy; The Navy's New Racial Policy; Negro Teachers in Northern Colleges; /Negro Veterans/; The Negro Veterans Return; The Negro Vote; The Negro's Expanding Perspective; Neither a Biscuit Nor a Balkan Statesman; /Notes on Kingsblood Royal/; On Knowing the Negro; On Loyalty; Onward Christian Soldiers; Outside Agitators from the South; Parents and Prejudice; The Passing Show; The Price of Segregated Housing; Profit and Prejudice; Race and Economics; Race Problem Moves North; Records Past and Present; The Revolution and Its Daughters; A Safe Home Town for the U. N. O.; Scapegoats, White and Black; School Strikers and the Bobby-Soxers; Senators, Communists, and Rum; Short-Sighted Economy; The Social Sciences, Our Neglected Frontier; Some Issues Affecting Our American Minorities; Some Notes on the Airport Homes Crowd; Southern Juries Can Resist Appeals to Prejudice; /Southern Racial Customs/; Southern Workers - Black and White; Sportsmanship and the Great Tradition; The Supreme Court and Restrictive Covenants; The Sweatt Case; Symptoms of Disease; To Each His Own; Training for Leadership in the South; UNESCO and the Average Citizen;
The United Nations and the Rights of Minority and Dependent Peoples; An UNRRA for the South?; Voting Appeal, North and South; A War Department Citation in the Field of Race Relations; Wartime Migration Boosts Negro Status; What do You Get Out of College; Zionism and Back-To-Africa as Ideologies.)


THE MOST GENUINE WHITE PERSON I EVER MET. Negro Digest, 2: 74-75. May, 1944.


NEGROES IN THE RAILWAY INDUSTRY. Phylon, 3: 5-14; 196-205. First Quarter, Second Quarter, 1942.

NEGRO'S STATUS IN THE SOUTH. Occupations, 14: 502-509. March, 1936. (Text of address at the Atlanta Conference, December 9-14, 1935.)


NEW FRONTIERS IN OUR CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION. World Outlook, 43: 528-530. November, 1953. (Text of address for the Middle Atlantic Congregational Conference at Silver Springs, Maryland, May 6, 1953.)


ON KNOWING WELL THE BEGINNING. Fisk News, 26: 5, 15. November, 1952. (Text of freshman convocation address at the Fisk Memorial Chapel, September 22, 1952.)


PARTICIPATION OF SOCIOLOGISTS IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS. American Sociological Review, 7: 163-64. April, 1942.

 PATTERNS OF SEGREGATION. Negro Digest, 1: 73-82. March, 1943. (Condensation from the book, Patterns of Negro Segregation.)


PROSPECTING FOR A USEFUL EDUCATION. Fort Valley State College Bulletin, 1: 5-16. October, 1940.


RELIGION IN LIFE: REAL COURAGE REQUIRED TO APPLY RELIGION WITHOUT COMPROMISE; a layman's view on religion. Nashville Tennessean, 50: 5. February 14, 1951.


ROLE IN THE SOUTH CLARIFIED. The Nashville Tennessean, 41: 1, 4. November 7, 1947. (This is a statement which Johnson released to the press on "The Policy of Fisk University in relation to the South.")


WHAT LIFE MEANS TO ME. Advance, 144: 8. October 13, 1952.

WHEN THE NEGRO MIGRATES NORTH. The World Tomorrow, 6: 139-41. May, 1923.


THE WORLD AND JOHN HENRY. Southern Workman, 65: 216-25. July, 1936. (Text of commencement address at Hampton Institute, June 2, 1936.)


BOOK REVIEWS


FOREWORDS AND INTroduCTIONS


LETTERS


ADDENDUM


RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES. In *City of Chicago, City Planning in Race Relations; Proceedings of the Mayor's Conference on Race Relations.* Chicago: Mayor's Committees on Race Relations, 1944. P. 55.


EDWARD FRANKLIN FRAZIER  
(1894-1962)  

BOOKS  


Chapters in Books  


PAMPHLET:

"The Integration of the Negro into American Life" for Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, Philadelphia, 1945.

ARTICLES

"The Folk High School at Hoskilde," Southern Workman, LI, No. 7 (July 1922), pp. 325-328.

"Danish People's High Schools and America," Southern Workman, LI, No. 9 (September 1922), pp. 425-430.

"Cooperation and the Negro," Crisis, SSV, No. 5 (March 1923), pp. 228-229.


"Neighborhood Union in Atlanta," Southern Workman, LII (September 1923), pp. 437-442.


"A Note on Negro Education," *Opportunity*, II (March 1924), pp. 75-77.


"A Negro Industrial Group," *Howard Review*, I (June 1924), pp. 196-211.

"Discussion" (Health Conditions in the South), *Opportunity*, II (August 1924), p. 239.


"King Cotton," *Opportunity*, IV (February 1926), pp. 50-55.


"Is the Negro Family a Unique Sociological Unit?" *Opportunity*, V (June 1927), pp. 165-166.


"Certain Aspects of Conflict in the Negro Family," Social Forces, X (October 1931), pp. 76-84.


"Graduate Education in Negro Colleges and Universities," The Journal of Negro Education Yearbook, II, No. 3 (July 1933), pp. 329-341.


"Social Trends of Significance for Adult Education," Proceedings of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Annual Conferences of the Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges, November 13, 14, 15, 1939, and November 12, 13, 14, 1940, Metropolitan Community Center, Chicago, Illinois.

"The Role of the Negro in Race Relations in the South," *Social Forces*, XIX, No. 2 (December 1940), pp. 252-258.


"The Role of Negro Schools in the Post-War World," *Journal of Negro Education* (Fall 1944), pp. 264-473.


"Education and the African Elite," *Transactions of the Third World Congress of Sociology*, Volume V.


UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS


"Memorandum submitted to Negro in America Studies, Embodying Stories of Experiences with Whites Particularly in the South," June 1940.

OLIVER CROMWELL COX
(1901-1974)

ARTICLES


"Farm Tenancy and Marital Status," Social Forces, XIX, No. 1 (October 1940), pp. 81-4.


"Sex Ratio and Marriage in Rural Communities," Rural Sociology, V, No. 2 (June 1940), pp. 222-27.


"Race, Prejudice and Intolerance," Social Forces, XXIV, No. 2 (Fall 1945), pp. 216-19.


"Race Prejudice, A Two-Edged Sword," The Aryan Path, XII, Bombay, India, January 1946.


"The Preindustrial City Reconsidered," The Sociological Quarterly, V, No. 2 (Spring 1964); pp. 133-44.

Introduction to the Black Anglo-Saxons, by Nathan Hare (New York, 1965).
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